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ABSTRACT: Document Clustering is an unsupervised technique for categorized documents in groups on the basis of their 

similarity. Document clustering techniques are basically very useful to efficiently manage and organize the result of search engine 

query. Mostly document clustering techniques use Vector Space Model (VSM) to represent any document. VSM based methods 

generates bag of Words. But VSM based approaches doesn’t consider Semantic relationship among the words. Many researchers 

are working on semantic aspects of document clustering to improve cluster quality. Since last eight nine years efforts have been 

seen in applying semantics to document clustering. Many external knowledge bases like Word Net, Wikipedia, and Lucerne etc. 

are utilized to handle this challenge. The article explains semantic approach in detail and different semantic similarity measures 

used in algorithms for finding semantic association among words. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Document Clustering deals with unstructured text, which generates many challenges. Abstract concepts consist by text are 

difficult to represent as well as having countless combination of abstract relationships. Most of the traditional methods are based 

on BOW (Bag of Words) which discounts semantic associations among the words and consequences in less qualitative output. 

In last nine to ten years span, many of the researchers explore the semantic aspects of the words and improve the text mining 

techniques. Use of external knowledge base is being very helpful to develop semantic based approaches for document clustering. 

Word Net (Miller, 1995) is one of the most widely used thesauruses for English language. Ambiguity and synonymy are two of 

the major problems that document clustering techniques regularly fail to tackle with. In recent research work, WordNet has been 

widely used to improve quality of document clustering. WordNet is a lexical knowledge, based on conceptual look up which 

organize lexical information in terms of word meaning, rather than word form. Here we extant extensive survey of numerous 

Semantic based techniques for document clustering which exploits WordNet and improved the quality of the clusters formed. 

 

DOCUMENT CLUSTERING TECHNIQUES: AN OVERVIEW 
 

 Document clustering is the process of making cohesive groups which consist documents, which are more similar with each 

other. So documents in same groups have high similarity as compare to document from different cluster. Document clustering 

techniques can be classified in to three broad categories: Partitioning method [1], Agglomerative and divisive clustering [2] and 

item set based clustering [3]. Many clustering algorithms, based on partitioning or hierarchical methodology like K-Means [4], 

Bisecting K-Means [1], Hierarchical Agglomerative clustering (HAC) [x], and Unweighted Pair Group Method with Arithmetic 

Mean (UPGMA) [x]  performs efficiently for low dimensional data but in case of high dimensional data they results in poor 

clustering. Frequent item set based algorithms handle the problem of high dimensionality of text documents by selecting only 

frequent item sets as features for clustering. Hierarchical Frequent Term based Clustering (HFTC) [5] proposed by Beil F, Ester 

M, Xu X (2002) did great contribution in this direction. After that Fung, et al proposed Hierarchical Document Clustering using 

frequent item sets (FIHC) [3] which use association rule mining and provides meaningful labels to the clusters.  All the above 

algorithms are not considered the semantic associations of the words. 
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 From last nine-ten years many researchers have been using External knowledge base for associate meanings with words. 

WordNet is extensively used by researchers for this purpose. Related works using WordNet is exhaustively explained in further 

section of this paper. 

 

WORDNET 
 

Word Net is one of the widely used lexical reference system based on psycholinguistic theories of human lexica memory. There 

is a multilingual WordNet for European languages which is structured in the same way as the English language WordNet. Now 

it is available in some Indian languages also like in Hindi, Marathi, Punjabi etc. and are going to connect with English and 

European WordNet. Recent Windows version of WordNet is 2.1, released in March 2005. Version 3.0 for 

Unix/Linux/Solaris/etc. was released in December, 2006.   

 

Various Natural language processing applications used WordNet for Word Sense disambiguation, find semantic distance 

between words, Machine Translation, Search engine processing, Plagiarism detection, Sentiment analysis etc. WordNet 

established the lexical or semantical connections between noun, verb, adjective, and adverb form of words, which expressing 

distinct concepts. This distinct concept is called sense and has distinct sysnet, which explain specific meaning of a word, its 

explanation, and its synonyms. The fundamental unit which searched in WordNet is concept rather than word however in 

dictionary where fundamental unit is results in   meaningful unit. 

 

SEMANTIC SIMILARITY MEASURES: 

 

Semantic similarity is confidence score of two words which explains likeness of their meaning.  Increased in use of WordNet 

results in many semantic similarity methods for find distance between words. According to Meng et al. [6] Semantic similarity 

measures can be broadly categorized in four classes: path length based measures, information content based measures, feature 

based measures, and hybrid measures. 

 

1 Path length based measures: It is based on the length of the path connecting the concepts and the location of the 

concepts in the taxonomy [7]. It counts edges between concepts. The disadvantage of this method is two pairs with equal length 

of shortest path will have the same similarity. 

2 Information content based measures: It is based on the principle is that if two concepts are sharing more common 

information that means they are more similar [8].  

3 feature based measures: According to this measure two concepts are more similar if they have more common features 

and less uncommon features [9]. This measure is not work properly if complete feature sets of concepts are not available. 

4 Hybrid measure:  This measure combines the principles proposed in path length based measures, information content 

based measures and feature based measure. It also consider the relations like IS-A, Part- of more finding semantic similarity. 

 

RELATED WORKS 
 

In this section we provide tabulated representation of all related research of document clustering using WordNet. This detail 

study will be very precious collection for all researchers who are looking this area for their future research. 
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Table 1: Summarized details on review of Document clustering algorithms using WordNet 
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CONCLUSION 
  

This paper cover Semantic similarity measures in WordNet to find semantic association among words. This survey will be very 

useful for the researchers who want to uses Semantic based techniques for document clustering which exploits WordNet and 

improved the quality of the clusters formed. Survey gives summarized description about research going on using WordNet and 

also provide briefing about algorithms they are using, evaluation measures and future scope.  
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